Photocrosslinking maleilated hyaluronate/methacrylated poly (vinyl alcohol) nanofibrous mats for hydrogel wound dressings.
Although electrospinning of nanofibrous scaffolds benefit to wound healing have been developed at a fast pace, achieving nanofibrous scaffolds with high absorptivity by green electrospinning and crosslinking techniques is still a great challenge. Here, we developed a maleilated hyaluronate/methacrylated poly (vinyl alcohol) (MHA) (MaPVA) composite nanofibers by electrospinning from pure water solvent and followed by photopolymerization to form crosslinking nanofibers network. Electrospinnability of MHA/MaPVA blend systems were investigated and the results shows that the morphology and diameter of the nanofibers were mainly affected by MHA/MaPVA weight ratios by changing viscosity and conductivity of the blend solutions. The crystalline microstructure of the electrospun fibers was not well developed due to intermolecular hydrogen bonding interaction between the molecules of MHA and MaPVA. The photocrosslinking MHA/MaPVA nanofibrous mats can swell to form fibrous hydrogels with high water absorption, meanwhile it is cytocompatible and capable of promoting the cell attachment, which render it great potential for wound dressings.